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Abstract

When moving from CPU computing to the GPUs
domain, different possibilities for optimization ap-
pear introducing challenges that include explicit
caching, memory addressing and arithmetic accu-
racy issues along with algorithms’ parallelization
which is the main motivation. In this work we try
to identify some of these problems and quantify the
effects they have on the performance.

We chose the problem introduced by John Micha-
lakes et al. [1] to be the basis of our experi-
ments. The problem is concerned with accelerat-
ing one of the Weather Research and Forecasting
model’s (WRF) modules called WRF-Single Mo-
ment 5-Class module (WSM5). We translated the
most recent version of the WSM5 module [3], origi-
nally written in FORTRAN, to CUDA. The trans-
lation achieved a 14.6x speedup by only the paral-
lelizing the module’s main algorithm.

A series of optimizations were then introduced;
starting with arithmetic accuracy optimizations, by
using the IEEE compliant arithmetic operations
provided by the CUDA Runtime Library. The dif-
ference between the results of the FORTRAN code
and the CUDA code (i.e. errors) were minimized.
Using IEEE compliant arithmetic operations de-
graded performance, so other optimizations were
applied.

Moving extensively used variables to registers
and applying loops fusion enhanced the perfor-
mance, allowing it to be better than before intro-
ducing accurate arithmetic operations. Using cache
memories was then investigated.

Texture memory is a cached memory space. It
uses write through cache coherency protocol [2].
Using texture memory requires explicitly identify-
ing memory regions to be cached and binding those
regions to the texture cache through specific di-
rectives. We used texture memory to cache read-
only variables used throughout the module. This
allowed for a 7% speedup allowing for an overall
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speedup of 15.7x.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the

first to quantify the incremental effects of different
GPU specific optimization techniques. This work
could be of great help to programmers, as it can
give them insight of the expected outcomes of the
optimizations to help them weigh the performance
gain against the development cost.
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